The objectives of the study are: (1) to find out is the students' ability to writing report text taught using tourism brochure, (2) to find out is the students' to writing report text taught using picture, and (3) to find out whether or not there is a significant different of writing report text between the students who are taught using tourism brochure and taught using picture. This study used true experimental design. The writer used experimental class and control class. The subject of the study was the eleventh grade students of SMA N 1 GodongPurwodadi. There were 5 classes with 200 students. The writer chose XI mipa 3 with 40 students as the experimental class and XI mipa 4 with 40 students as the control class. The result of the study shows that the students' ability in learning process has significant difference between Tourism Brochure and Picture as media. It could be seen the average score of post-test between experimental class was 78,6 and control class was 68,3. In other hand, the t-test formula shows that ttest is higher than t-table, where 8,91> 2,021 (on a level significance 5%). It means that the improvement in post-test of experimental class was higher than control class. The used Tourism Brochure as media in enhancing students' ability in studying English writing report tex. Therefore, the positive hypothesis (Ha) is accepted, and the negative hypothesis (Ho) is rejected. From the results, the writer concludes that the use of Tourism Brochure as a media significantly enhance students writing report text. Moreover, the writer suggests to teachers to use Tourism Brochure as a media to make easy and help students in writing report text and explore their ides, so that they are motivated to study English.
Introduction
There are four language skills in English learning for SMA; they are listening, speaking, reading, and writing. In this study, the writer focuses on writing is one of the important skills in English.
Learning English sometimes very difficult to understand, one of them is writing.
Writing requires not only grammar but also should pay attention to grammar and vocab. Therefore writing in English, including learning very difficult, and it takes a technique by using media. By using media in learning, writing will be very much easier, and can help students to explore their ideas to develop his knowledge of writing in English.
Selecting the material type of text, the writer chooses tourism brochure as media for teaching report text. The writer assumes that the students may enjoy writing report text using tourism brochure giving complete information. The writer chose brochure as media for teaching learning process because it is easy to obtain the media. Tourism brochure will help students in writing report text and learning will be more meaningful to the students and help the students explore their idea. Students of class the eleventh grade senior high school will be object of research. Based on syllabus senior high school, the writer chose the eleventh grade students because the materials of report text are in the eleventh grade. The writer wanted to provide a new method, so that the student is interested, and have interest in the material to be taught writer. In this study, the writer focuses on using tourism brochure to improve students' writing ability in report text. In this research the writer explains about the statement of the problems. In this case the writer gives three statements of the problem in this research as follow: 
Concept of Writing
Writing is one of the important From the definition, the writer choose responsive will be applied in writing ability through Tourism Brochure. In which Tourism Brochure the students will be connecting sentence into paragraph.
Concept of Genre
Genre is term of grouping text together, representing, how written typically use language to respond to recurring situation. Genre can be recognized from three rhetorical structures.
They are social function, schematic structure, and language features. Hyland Students' ability to writing report text taught using tourism brochure.
The pre-test was conducted on There was significant difference between the students' writing ability who were taught using tourism brochure and who were taught using picture. 
